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Abstract

The distillation is currently the most energy-intensive technology of the chemical industry.
Commonly, the distillation is performed in the columns filled with a structured packing. Struc-
tured packings are complex structures used to increase the size of the interface available for
the mass transfer. Because of the high complexity of both the packings and the physical phe-
nomena occurring during the distillation, the design of the distillation columns is still based
mostly on empirical data. In this work, we concentrate on modeling the gas flow in the Super-
Pak family of structured packings. First, we propose an algorithm for automatic generation
of the packing geometry. Next, we construct and validate a three-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model of gas flow through SuperPak 250.Y and SuperPak 350.Y pack-
ings. The model validation is done by comparing experimental data of dry pressure losses to
the values computed by our model. The obtained difference between the CFD estimates and
experiments is bellow 10 %. Finally, we present a parametric study of the SuperPak 250.Y
packing geometry. The devised modeling approach may be easily automated and used for op-
timization of the SuperPak type packing geometry with respect to the gas flow. Furthermore,
the proposed CFD model may be extended to account for the multiphase flow.
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1 Introduction

The distillation unit operation is the most energy-consuming process in chemical industry. It
is responsible for approximately 50 % of the total energy consumption of industrial separation
processes in the US [1]. Therefore, even small improvements in the design of distillation columns
will result in considerable cost savings. Commonly, the distillation is performed in the columns
filled with a structured packing. Structured packings are geometrically highly complex structures
used to increase the size of the interface available for mass transfer. This complexity makes it
difficult to investigate physical phenomena occurring during the distillation experimentally. Thus,
the design of distillation columns is still based mostly on empirical data.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a useful tool for the design of structured packings.
Already in 1999, the Sulzer company developed a new structured packing, MellapakPlus, using
extensive CFD simulations combined with experiments [2]. According to [2] and references therein,
the MellapakPlus packing has lower pressure drop and up to 50 % higher maximum useful capacity
compared to the conventional Mellapak.

In the present work, we concentrate on modeling the gas flow in a SuperPak family of structured
packings. In comparison with other high-performance structured packings, SuperPak packings have
three major advantages: lower pressure drop, higher capacities, and better separation efficiency
[3]. Unlike other structured packing design, there are no sharp directional flow changes within the
SuperPak element. Our approach to model the gas flow in these packings is based on creating a
geometry representation that resembles the real packing as much as possible.

Leveraging the periodicity of the structured packings we were able to write an algorithm for au-
tomatic generation of the studied packing geometry. We construct and validate a three-dimensional
CFD model of gas flow through SuperPak 250.Y and SuperPak 350.Y packings. The model vali-
dation is done by comparing experimental data of dry pressure loss to the values computed by our
model. Finally, we present a parametric study of the SuperPak 250.Y packing geometry. In this
study, a dependence of dry pressure loss on characteristic geometrical parameters of the packing
is estimated.



We used the Blender software [4], an open-source 3D creation suite, to generate the packing
geometry representation. All simulations were carried out in the OpenFOAM software. Open-
FOAM (for ”Open source Field Operation And Manipulation”) is a C++ toolbox for the solution
of continuum mechanics problems, including computational fluid dynamics [5]. The devised mod-
eling approach may be easily automated and used for optimization of the SuperPak type packing
geometry with respect to the gas flow. Furthermore, the proposed CFD model may be extended
to account for the multiphase flow.

2 SuperPak type packing geometry generation

In this section, we first desribe the geometry of SuperPak family structured packings. Then we
present an algorithm for automatic generation of the geometry. SuperPak family packings (see
Fig. 1a) consist of Nsh metal sheets. These sheets are placed on top of each other to form a
cylinder with diameter Dpack = 14 cm and with height Hpack = 24 cm. Furthermore, adjacent
sheets are flipped by 180◦ with respect to each other. The sheets are made of rectangular arcs. A
series of consecutive arcs forms a channel inclined by an angle θch to the horizontal. A channel
formed by a series of arcs is depicted in Fig. 2b. Parameters needed to define the SuperPak type
packing geometry are (i) width of the arc warc, (ii) length of the arc larc, (iii) height of the arc harc,
(iv) distance between two arcs marc, and (v) thickness of a sheet tharc (see Fig. 2a). The thickness
of a sheet could not be measured directly, as the packing surface is irregular. In all simulations
we used the value of tharc = 0.5 mm. We approximated the shape of the arcs with a part of a
cylinder of radius Rarc and height tharc. Values of the foretold parameters for SuperPak 250.Y
and SuperPak 350.Y packings are listed in Tab. 1.

(a) SuperPak packing
(b) Representation of the SuperPak packing

Figure 1: Comparison of laboratory scale SuperPak 250.Y packing and our representation of the
packing

The proposed packing generation algorithm can be separated in two parts. In the first part,

the algorithm creates a single large sheet template S with Ny
arc =

⌈
2
Dpack

warc

⌉
arcs in the y axis

direction and Nx
arc =

⌈
2
Hpack

marc

⌉
arcs in the direction of x axis. Then, the first sheet of the packing,

S0 is cut out from the template S. In the second part, the sheet S0 is duplicated Nsh times. Each
duplicate is translated on the z axis and cut to fit in the overall cylindrical shape of the packing.



(a) Parameters of SuperPak type packings
(b) Parameter θch

Figure 2: Depiction of parameters required to define the SuperPak type packing geometry

Packing larc[mm] warc[mm] harc[mm] marc[mm] Nsh

SuperPak 250.Y 18.6 6.9 3.6 2.8 18

SuperPak 350.Y 15.0 5.7 3.0 3.5 22

Table 1: Measured parameters of SuperPak 250.Y and SuperPak 350.Y packings

The packing geometry generation is summarized in Alg. 1. The packing geometry representation
is completed by an addition of collars (or wall wipers), consult Fig. 1a.

Algorithm 1 Superpak type geometry generation

Require: Packing geometry parameters: Nx
arc, N

y
arc, warc, larc, harc,marc, θch, Nsh, Hpack, Dpack

1: Make a rectangle Re centered at origin with sides (Nx
arc + 1)warc × (Ny

arc + 1) (larc +marc);
2: for j = 0 to Ny

arc − 1 do
3: Cut a rectangular hole of dimensions k warc × larc into Re centered at

Sh = (−(larc +marc)
Ny

arc

2 + j (larc +marc), 0, 0);
4: for i = 0 to Nx

arc − 1 do
5: Create an arc Ai j of dimensions larc and harc and with center at Sarc = (−(larc +

marc)
Ny

arc

2 + j (larc +marc),−warc

2 Nx
arc + i warc, (−1)i (Rarc − harc));

6: end for
7: end for
8: Join all arcs Ai j and rectangle Re into one sheet S ← (

⋃
i j

Ai j)
⋃
Re;

9: Make a rectangular cuboid Rc with center at origin and of dimensions Dpack ×Hpack × 3harc;
10: Rotate S by an angle θch around z axis;
11: Create first sheet of a packing S0 by intersecting sheet S with Rc. S0 ← S ∩Rc;
12: for i = 1 to Nsh do
13: Create Si by copying S0;

14: Translate Si by − (Nsh−1)
2 2harc + 2harc i on the z axis;

15: if i mod 2 = 1 then
16: Rotate Si by π around the y axis;
17: end if
18: Create a rectangular cuboid Rci, centered at origin of dimensions√

D2
pack

4 − (−(Nsh − 1)harc + 2harc i)2 ×Hpack ×Dpack;
19: Cut Si by making an intersection of Si with Rci: Si ← Si ∩Rci;
20: end for

21: Create packing P by joining all sheets Si together: P ← (
Nsh⋃
i=1

Si);

22: Extrude packing P by tharc in the z axis direction;
23: return Geometry representation of the packed bed suitable for the snappyHexMesh utility



3 Simulation setup

To estimate dry pressure losses, we need to solve a set of isothermal, turbulent, steady-state Navier-
Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid [6]. In such a case, the considered equations
are (i) the mass conservation equation for an incompressible fluid

∇ ·U = 0 , (1)

where U stands for the velocity, and (ii) the equation for the conservation of momentum,

∇ · (U⊗U)−∇ · T = −∇p . (2)

In equation (2), T and p denote the viscous stress tensor and the kinematic pressure, respectively.
The viscous stress tensor T is defined as T = ν∇U, where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity.
Turbulence was taken into account using Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS)
method. Principle of this method lies in expressing the flow variables as a sum of their mean
value and fluctuating component as

U = U + U′ ,
p = p+ p′ ,

(3)

where U and p denote the averaged variables and U′ and p′ are the instantaneous fluctuations.
Substituting from (3) into (1)–(2), we obtain

∇ · (U⊗U)−∇ · (T + T′) = −∇p
∇ ·U = 0 ,

(4)

where T′ is the Reynolds stress tensor. The additional stress term ∇ · T′ makes it necessary to
solve additional equations in order to close the whole problem. In this work we used the k-ω SST
model [7] for the closure of the problem.

The model equations (4) together with the equations for the turbulence variables k and ω
were solved via the simpleFoam solver from the OpenFOAM toolbox [5]. This solver uses the
SIMPLE (semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations) algorithm of Patankar [8] to manage
the coupling of the pressure and velocity equations. In the SIMPLE algorithm, the pressure and
velocity fields are updated iteratively in an alternative manner. The applied solution procedure is
a segregated one.

The used finite volume (FV) mesh was created via the snappyHexMesh software [9], which
is available in the OpenFOAM installation. The snappyHexMesh utility generates 3-dimensional
meshes containing hexahedra and split-hexahedra cells automatically from triangulated surface
geometries in Stereolithography (STL) format. The needed representation of a packing geometry
in STL format was prepared via Alg. 1 implemented in the Blender software [4]. Note that snap-
pyHexMesh can be run in parallel and it also checks the quality of the mesh during the meshing
process. These features make the snappyHexMesh utility suitable even for complex geometries
such as the SuperPak type packings.

3.1 Boundary conditions

The solved problem definition needs to be completed by suitable boundary conditions. We mark S
the solution domain and ∂S the boundary of S. The boundary ∂S can be separated into an inlet
∂Sinlet, an outlet ∂Soutlet and walls ∂Swalls as

∂S = ∂Sinlet ∪ ∂Soutlet ∪ ∂Swalls . (5)

The velocity of the gas at the inlet U = (0, ui, 0)T is defined by a Dirichlet type boundary
condition. Furthermore, we used a zero-gradient (Neumann) boundary condition for pressure at
the inlet.

At the outlet, the so called inletOutlet boundary condition was prescribed for the velocity field
U. This condition imposes the zero-gradient (Neumann) boundary condition if Φ = U · Sf > 0 ,



Boundary Condition

Sinlet = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : y = −Hcol
2

, x2 + z2 ≤ r2col}
U = (0, ui, 0)

T

Sf · ∇p = 0
k = k0
ω = ω0

Soutlet = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : y = Hcol
2

, x2 + z2 ≤ r2col}
Sf · ∇U = (0, 0, 0)T ifΦ > 0, U = (0, 0, 0)T else

p = 0
Φ = Sf ·U
Sf · ∇k = 0
Sf · ∇ω = 0

Swalls = packing ∪ column hull ∪ collars
U = (0, 0, 0)T

Sf · ∇p = 0
Sf · ∇k = 0
Sf · ∇ω = 0

Table 2: Applied boundary conditions. The column height and radius are denoted as Hcol and
rcol, respectively. The symbol Sf marks an outer normal vector to the boundary.

i.e. if the gas flows out of the solution domain. The Dirichlet condition of U = (0, 0, 0)T is used in
the opposite case, which prevents the gas from entering at the outlet. The pressure at the outlet
was kept constant by a Dirichlet type boundary condition.

The walls part of the boundary comprises the column hull with the packing and the collars.
The boundary conditions on the walls are the no-slip boundary condition for the velocity field U
and the zero-gradient condition for pressure p.

Let us note that due to the range of the investigated gas velocities and due the resolution of
the used finite volume mesh, the value of y+ < 1 ∀x ∈ ∂Swalls, we did not need to take into
account any wall functions for the turbulent variables k and ω. The applied boundary conditions
are summarized in Tab. 2. For the exact specification of the boundary conditions for the turbulent
variables, especially for the calculation of the values of k0 and ω0, we refer the reader to our
previous work [10].

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Mesh size independence study

When using finite volume method to numerically solve partial differential equations, it is important
to find out the ideal number of cells Ncells inside the mesh. If Ncells is too small the results will
be affected by a significant discretization error. On the other hand, using too many cells in the
mesh requires unnecessarily high computational time. To determine the suitable mesh size, we
computed dry pressure losses using different numbers of cells in the mesh. We define dry pressure
loss as the difference of pressures above and below the packed bed divided by the height of the
bed,

∆ph =
pabove − pbelow
NpackHpack

[
m2s−2

m
= m s−2

]
. (6)
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Figure 3: Mesh size independence study of the SuperPak packing

In Fig. 3 we plotted dry pressure drops and simulation runtimes for different values of Ncells.



The simulations were carried out on 4 cores of Altix UV2000 commercial cluster [11]. We see, that
the pressure drop stabilizes at around 18 milion cells. However, we chose to use around 16 million
cells in the mesh since this number offers a good alternative between the discretization error and
the computational time.

4.2 Qualitative results

Figure 4: Velocity and pressure fields in the SuperPak 250.Y packing. Details of the velocity and
pressure in the highlighted pink area are shown in the bottom left and upper right part of the
image, respectively. Inlet velocity was ui = 1.5 m s−1.

Qualitative results of the simulation of gas flow in one SuperPak 250.Y element are shown in
Fig. 4. The velocity field magnitude is shown on the depicted slices, while the pressure field and
the structure of the used FV mesh can be seen on the clip in the back. Note the smooth and
almost linear change in the pressure along the packing element.

4.3 Model validation

The constructed model was validated by comparing the estimated dry pressure loss to the available
experimental data. The experimental data was measured in a semi-industrial column with a
diameter Dcol = 0.15 m. The column was filled with 6 packing elements with total height of
Hcol = 1.41 m. The used packing elements were SuperPak 250.Y and SuperPak 350.Y. Humidified
air was used to measure the dry pressure drop. Density of the air was ρair = 1.248 kg m−3 and
the air kinematic viscosity was νair = 1.5 · 10−6 m2s−2. The magnitudes of inlet velocities ranged
from ui = 0.6 m s−1 to ui = 3.5 m s−1. In our simulations we used only one packing element, since
using more than one is computationally expensive and has only a small impact on the results [10].
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured and computed dry pressure loss.



Results of the validation are shown in Fig. 5. For both packings, the relative error

εr =
|∆pCFD

h −∆pExp
h |

∆pExp
h

· 100% (7)

was below 10 %. In Fig. 5b, it can be seen that for SuperPak 250.Y, the error between the CFD
and the experiments is comparable to the error between two independent measurements.

4.4 Parametric study

In the last part of the paper, we focus on the dependence of the flow properties on the geomet-
rical parameters of SuperPak 250.Y packing. The studied parameters were the inclination of the
channels θch and the length of the arc larc. We created geometries that differed only in the values
of studied parameters. Next, we compared the dry pressure losses computed using each geometry.
Since we are interested in the qualitative effects of the studied geometry alterations on the flow,
we base our comparison on the normalized dry pressure loss,

(∆ph)in =
∆pih −min(i) ∆ph

max(i) ∆ph −min(i) ∆ph
, (8)

where we denoted the current value by the superscript i and all the available values of interest as
(i). The values of minimal and maximal dry pressure losses, which are necessary for the calculation
of the normalized dry pressure drops, are written in Tab. 3. The results of the parametric study

Varied parameter ui [m s−1] max(i) ∆ph [m s−2] min(i) ∆ph [m s−2]

θch 1.50 66.26 44.55

θch 2.25 153.88 100.14

θch 3.00 229.78 144.55

larc 1.50 72.88 56.48

larc 2.25 147.52 114.52

larc 3.00 245.00 190.49

Table 3: Maximal and minimal values of dry pressure drops for studied cases.
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Figure 6: Parametric study of SuperPak 250.Y packing.

are shown in Fig. 6a. The dry pressure loss decreased with the increase in θch. Also, there was
no considerable change in the trend, when different gas inlet velocities were used. However, there
seems to be a slight change in the slope of the dependence of (∆ph)n on θch for θch ≈ 57◦. We
attribute this to an appearance of channels that pass the column without encountering the hull.

The dependence of dry pressure loss on the larc is more complicated (see Fig. 6b). The size of
one channel decreases when larc is decreased, therefore we may expect higher pressure losses for
smaller values of larc. However, there is a visible step in the trend for larc ≈ 1.5 cm and larc ≈ 1.75
cm . We believe that, this is caused by a formation of new channels around these values of larc.



5 Conclusions

Distillation is still the most energy-intensive technology of the chemical industry. Structured pack-
ings are commonly used in distillation columns, yet their design is based mostly on empirical
data. In this work, we provided a quick way to model gas flow inside structured packings. An
algorithm for automatic generation of the SuperPak type packing geometry was presented and a
three-dimensional CFD model was constructed. The model was validated by comparing experi-
mental data of dry pressure losses to the values computed by the model. At last, we conducted a
parametric study of SuperPak 250.Y geometry. In this study we estimated the dependence of the
dry pressure loss on the inclination of channels and on the size of one channel. In the future work,
we plan to extend our model to account for multiphase flow in the SuperPak packings.
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